Do rates of intercellular adhesion measure the cell affinities reflected in cell-sorting and tissue-spreading configurations?
These experiments constitute the first experimental test of the hypothesis that the rates of adhesion between cells measure the intensities of adhesion or tissue affinities that could explain cell sorting and tissue spreading. For any set of relative adhesive intensities between cells in a heterogeneous population, a corresponding minimal free energy configuration can be calculated. This is the cell distribution toward which both cell sorting and tissue spreading should lead. Equilibrium configurations were determined for combinations of 7-day embryonic retina (R) with liver (L) and heart (H), both of which became completely enveloped by R. To produce these results, the adhesive intensities would have to fall in the sequences: L-L > L-R > R-R; and H-H > H-R > R-R. To determine whether the rates of adhesion fall into these same sequences, we have devised a new technique which measures the rates of adhesion between pairs of already-formed cell aggregates of like and unlike kinds. These fall in the sequence L-L > or = H-H > L-H > R-R > H-R > L-R. If these rates paralleled the corresponding intensities of adhesion at configurational equilibrium, both L and H should have become only partially enveloped by R. Thus the rates at which adhesions are initiated do not predict the relative adhesive intensities that could explain the observed tissue configurations.